
SELF HELP RESOURCE:
MANAGING YOUR WORRIES



  2. Keep a diary

  3. Learn how to refocus

the aim of this booklet will be to
introduce you to different strategies
that are proved to help a lot in sending
your worries away

  4. Practice Worry Time!

What is worrying??

Worrying is a very normal process, everybody worries at

times. however, for some people worrying too much can

be a problem.

Also, the times that we are currently experiencing don't

seem to be helping with trying not worry too much

too! 

SO,

 1. Understand the different types of worries

  5. Problem solve

  6. You are good to GO!!



Really real & maybe real

worries

Really real worries are worries that we can do something

about. These are worries that we can solve.

Maybe real worries are worries we cannot do anything

about.

There are two main types of worries: 

 

1.

2.

These are worries that are
affecting you now and for
which there is a practical
solution. Some examples
could be, ‘I haven’t done

my homework yet’, ‘mum is
going to shout at me

because my bedroom is a
mess’

This type of worry is often
about something in the
future that you have no

solution for, no matter how
hard you try to find one.
Some examples could of
these thoughts could be
‘What if the bus I get on
crashes?’, ‘What if my
friends don’t like me

anymore?’ 

Really Real maybe Real

in these times of uncertainty, maybe real worries can be

something very recurrent, making anxiety even more difficult to

deal with...

let's start and see what we can do about this!



what is your worry
eg. What if...?

Keeping a diary will help

a first good step to be able to let go of worries is to start by

writing them down! 

Describe the situation
(where,what are you

doing,...)

Date & Time situation your worry which type?
Is that a Really real

or Maybe real worry?
When?



Refocusing on the present moment allows us to let go of
worries and carry on with what we were doing

Learn how to refocus
once a worry is written down, the most

important thing is to refocus!!

If you are not so sure on how to do it, don't worry, there are
plenty of strategies to be able to do this!

The key is, by getting into the habit of refocusing on the
present moment, it will eventually happen without us noticing!

let's have a look at some strategies now!!

5,4,3,2,1 technique

Probably the most
effective

technique to
refocus, very
known for its

simplicity. 

5 things that you can see

4 things that you can touch

3 things that you can hear

2 things that you can smell

1 thing that you can taste OR take one deep breath 

Focus on:



Tense and relax your major muscle groups. Tense for

about 3 to 5 seconds. Relax and notice the difference!!

Arms and hands: Clench your fists and push your arms
straight out in front of you. Relax and repeat.

Legs and feet: Push your toes downwards, gently raise your
legs and stretch them out in front of you. Relax and repeat.

Stomach: Push out your tummy muscles, take a breath and
hold it. Relax and repeat.

Shoulders: Scrunch up your shoulders. Relax and repeat.

Neck: Push your head back, hold and relax. Relax and repeat.

the above are just two

of many examples. there

are useful techniques

also in the other

booklets!!  

remember: 

what's important is to

find what works for

you and helps you

refocus

muscle relaxation



Now, let's find a time to worry.......
....... it's worry time!!

Once you have been writing down your worries
and learnt how to refocus straight after, it's time 
to learn how to let go of worries.                            

LETTING gO OF MAYBE REAL WORRIES

Sometimes it is very hard to let go of "maybe real" worries. a
useful technique that young people have found to help is

called ‘worry time’.

"Worry time" gives you a time in the day to worry. This way,
whenever you start to worry, you can put these thoughts

away knowing that you can look at them again at worry time.

THERE ARE 4 steps to worry time:

You should not do anything else during this time and it's also important
that there are no distractions: make sure that other people know not to
bother you during worry time and that your phone is turned off!

It's important to set worry time no later than 2 hours before bed, as
you will need time to relax. 

Every day plan a time for yourself to worry. Usually around 20 -30
minutes is a good amount of time for this.

plan your worrytime



When you notice that you're worrying outside of your worry time, write
down your worry- you might have learnt this already if you kept the
diary. Then see whether it's a "really real" or a "maybe real" worry.
 
If it's a "maybe real" worry, you can worry about it as much as you like
during your planned worry time.

After you've written down a worry on your worry list, the next step is to
refocus on the present moment.

As you have learnt in the previous pages, the best way to refocus is by
using particular strategies. Find the one or two the suits you the most
and, before you even realise, refocusing will become more and more
natural! 

When your planned worry time comes around, it's time to allow
yourself to worry! Go through your list of "maybe real" worries and
choose one that you would like to start worrying about. Has the thing
you were worrying about happened? How did you deal with it if it did
happen? Are there any worries that are no longer a problem now you
are in worry time? 

Try to think about what it feels like to worry as much as you like for a
period of time: did you need as much time as planned? If some of the
worries are no longer a problem for you then put a line through them
and let them go.

And then..... Bin it!! Throw away your worry list after
your worry time and start afresh the next day. 
Well done!!!

write down your worries

refocus on the moment

use your worry time!



problem solving!!!

step 1: write down your worry
Try and choose one you really wanted to get sorted, but feels manageable

step 2: convert worry into problem
E.g. "I still haven't written my essay" to "I need to have my essay done by Friday"

step 3: think about solutions
Write down as many as you can think of- even if they seem silly/not possible!

Solutions

but what about REALLY

REAL worries....??

For really real worries,

those who can have a

pracrical solution, it's all

about....



step 4: strengths & weaknesses
How possible is it? Do you have the resources and/or time?

step 5: choose a solution
Choose the one you think is the best solution & write below

step 6: Make a plan
Develop a plan, what steps are needed? Start small!

solution strengths weaknesses

step 1:

step 2:

step 3:


